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An incisive biography of the Supreme Court's enigmatic Chief Justice, taking us inside the

momentous legal decisions of his tenure so far.John Roberts was named to the Supreme

Court in 2005 claiming he would act as a neutral umpire in deciding cases. His critics argue he

has been anything but, pointing to his conservative victories on voting rights and campaign

finance. Yet he broke from orthodoxy in his decision to preserve Obamacare. How are we to

understand the motives of the most powerful judge in the land?In The Chief, award-winning

journalist Joan Biskupic contends that Roberts is torn between two, often divergent, priorities:

to carry out a conservative agenda, and to protect the Court's image and his place in history.

Biskupic shows how Roberts's dual commitments have fostered distrust among his colleagues,

with major consequences for the law. Trenchant and authoritative, The Chief reveals the

making of a justice and the drama on this nation's highest court.

"The Chief offers an extraordinarily insightful, thoughtful and accessible analysis of Roberts's

personal life, professional career, judicial experience and approach to constitutional

interpretation. It is essential reading for anyone who truly wants to understand this pivotal

moment in Supreme Court history." �Washington Post "Assiduously reported and briskly written...

[Biskupic] suggests that [Roberts] is pulled by two often-conflicting instincts. One is ideological:

a desire to move the court rightward on race, religion and other issues. The other is

institutional: an interest in the court being respected and seen as nonpolitical." �New York Times

Book Review "An approachable volume about subjects often unapproachable. Biskupic, who

has covered the Supreme Court for a quarter century, captures the tensions within the group,

the interplay among the justices, and the pressures brought to bear on them by outsiders...The

Chief is an ample and amiable companion to such insider accounts as The Brethren, the

classic 1979 book by Bob Woodward and Scott Armstrong, and The Nine, the influential 2007

book by Jeffrey Toobin." �Boston Globe"A well-reported book, it sheds new light...As our

attention spans dwindle to each frantic day's headlines, we can forget that the position of chief

justice is one of long-term consequence." �Atlantic "As Joan Biskupic's invaluable biography

shows, Roberts is at once a committed Republican with very conservative policy preferences

and ties to the conservative community, and an institutionalist who cares deeply about the

nonpartisan character of the Court." �New York Review of Books "Biskupic takes readers behind

the scenes, revealing for the first time how Roberts swung back and forth in his deliberations

before shocking everyone with his conclusion, preserving Obamacare on the slimmest of

threads...Among [her] most valuable insights is how hard Roberts strives to be seen as

apolitical when, in fact, he is not only savvy about politics but also is leading a body that is,

inevitably, political." �Christian Science Monitor "Ms. Biskupic is a skillful writer and a diligent

scholar, and the John Roberts she presents here is a sympathetic and complex character." �Wall

Street Journal "Magnificent." �Slate "[Biskupic] makes painfully clear that the defining feature of

Roberts's legal career has been his relentless efforts to roll back any measures to combat

racial inequality...Biskupic is unfailingly evenhanded, but what she describes is a calculated,

sustained assault on the nation's civil rights laws by the most powerful judge in the

country" �Washington Monthly "Justice Roberts's desire to avoid politics while perhaps being

unable to do so-is a key theme of Joan Biskupic's new biography...The Chief is unfailingly

informative and engaging." �National Review "For readers interested in understanding what



makes John Roberts tick-as a devoted husband and father as well as a chief justice-The Chief

is a solid work of legal journalism that rewards those willing to read carefully." �Philadelphia

Inquirer "Biskupic makes a compelling case that the past is prologue when interpreting the

jurisprudence of Chief Justice John Roberts." �Maryland Daily Record "Compelling." �"[Biskupic]

evaluates Roberts' tenure via the court's mostdisputed cases involving race, voting rights,

reproductive rights, and LGBTQrights...An unprecedented glimpse at the interpersonal, and

often contentious,relationships that reverberate throughout the court.""[Biskupic] is perfectly

positioned to dissect the first decade-plus tenure of Chief Justice John Roberts...A

thorough...biographical portrait." �Kirkus "In-depth...Biskupic's analysis will be closely read by

Court watchers on both the Right and Left." �Publishers Weekly "Well researched, well written,

and readable...Strongly recommended for all institutions of higher education." �Choice "This

fascinating book is an act of public service: with deep insight and experience, with clarity and

sensitivity, Joan Biskupic illuminates the life and mind of a man who wields, in his quiet but

determined way, immense power. Biskupic portrays a Chief Justice increasingly at odds with

himself-a man deeply devoted to the Court as an impartial institution, but deeply committed to

the conservative project of rolling back the rights revolution of previous generations. The Chief

is essential reading as John Roberts leads the Court, and with it the nation, through one of the

most consequential and contentious eras in its history." �Jeff Shesol, author of Supreme Power:

FranklinRoosevelt vs. The Supreme Court"Joan Biskupic, with clear writing and a deep

understanding of her subject, serves as an invaluable guide into the style and substance of

Chief Justice John Roberts and his uneven leadership of a polarized and right-leaning

Supreme Court. The Chief is a revelation that comes at just the right time." �David Maraniss,

Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer"Joan Biskupic draws on meticulous reporting and deep

knowledge of the Supreme Court to bring us a fascinating real-time portrait of Chief Justice

John Roberts, one of the country's most powerful but least known individuals, a man now in a

unique position to shape the law in the age of Trump." �Linda Greenhouse, lecturer at Yale Law

School andformer New York Times Supreme Court correspondent"Joan Biskupic has written

the definitive account of the consummate lawyer and deft politician at the helm of our nation's

judiciary. Avoiding legal jargon while steering clear of slogans and stereotypes, Biskupic paints

a highly readable and deeply informative three-dimensional portrait of the man whom fate has

placed front and center in an unfolding drama bound to shape American life for decades to

come." �Laurence Tribe, Professor of Constitutional Law,Harvard University"Delving into the

mystery of the Supreme Court and its Chief Justice, Joan Biskupic-perhaps the best Supreme

Court reporter in the country-offers a rare and incisive look at the most powerful judge in

America. At this crucial time for the Court and country, The Chief offers the first-ever, in-depth

look at this important, enigmatic man, exploring the chasm between reputation and reality and

bringing us behind the scenes to see how a jurist who seems so steady and in charge often

struggles to win his colleagues' confidence and trust." �Jake Tapper, host of The Lead with Jake

Tapper onCNN --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJoan

Biskupic has covered the US Supreme Court for more than twenty years and is the author of

several books, including American Original: The Life and Constitution of Supreme Court

Justice Antonin Scalia and Sandra Day O'Connor: How the First Woman on the Supreme

Court Became Its Most Influential Justice. She is also editor-in-charge for legal affairs at

Reuters news. Before joining Reuters in 2012, she was the Supreme Court correspondent for

the Washington Post and for USA Today. A graduate of Georgetown University Law Center, she

is a regular panelist on PBS's Washington Week with Gwen Ifill. Joan lives in Washington, DC,

with her husband and daughter.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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sneak peeks, deals, and more..PROLOGUEON A STICKY EIGHTY-DEGREE JUNE

MORNING, THE US SUPREME Court ascended the bench at 10:00 for the last sitting of the

2017–2018 session. Chief Justice John Roberts knew what would happen later that morning.

Most of the other justices did not. For the second time in two years, a dramatic change among

the nine would test the man who was presiding over America’s highest court.At sixty-three,

Roberts still had a fit, compact physique that recalled his days as a high school wrestler. His

neatly trimmed brown hair was graying. He exuded a pleasant, regular-guy earnestness, and

he often referred to his Indiana childhood. Yet he was no average midwestern boy. Roberts

appeared to have been hardwired from birth for success. The son of a steel company

executive, he had attended an elite boarding school, earned a Harvard bachelor’s degree in

three years, and then attended Harvard Law School. He had become a sterling oral advocate,

arguing his first case before the Supreme Court at the age of thirty-four. By then he had spent

several years clerking, serving in the Reagan administration, and working in a Washington,

DC, law firm. He was known for his powers of persuasion and tireless preparation. He was also



known for an austere law firm office notably lacking in photos and personal mementos.By dint

of drive and intellect—and the political connections he had forged—Roberts had become chief

justice of the United States in 2005. Then just fifty years old, he was the youngest new chief in

more than two centuries. President George W. Bush had initially nominated him as an

associate justice to replace Sandra Day O’Connor after she announced that summer she

intended to retire. But before Roberts’s Senate hearings could be held, Chief Justice William

Rehnquist died. At the time, the Bush administration was besieged by criticism over its

handling of the collapse of civil order in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina, one of the

country’s deadliest natural catastrophes. Within hours of Rehnquist’s death, Bush decided to

elevate Roberts, brushing away advisers who suggested he choose an older, more

experienced nominee.1When he appeared before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Roberts

was composed, confident. “Watching Roberts on television was like watching one of the

radiantly wholesome heroes that Jimmy Stewart and Henry Fonda played,” Janet Malcolm

commented in The New Yorker. “It was out of the question that such a man be denied a place

on the Supreme Court.”2ON JUNE 27, 2018, AS HE WAS FINISHING HIS THIRTEENTH

YEAR AS chief justice, the first order of business was the announcement of decisions in the

last cases from the session that had begun back in October. The term had been difficult, and

the Court had delivered more fractious 5–4 rulings than usual. The ideological conflicts among

them had spilled out with greater spite. The day’s most awaited dispute, concerning whether

states could allow unions to collect fees from non-union members to support collective

bargaining activities, reinforced that pattern. By another 5–4 vote, with conservatives prevailing

over liberals, the justices ruled against America’s already struggling labor unions and declared

the fees a violation of First Amendment free-speech rights. The decision overturned a 1977

ruling that had let states require “fair share” fees of non-members to finance unions’ efforts on

behalf of employee pay and benefits but not political activities.In the courtroom seats reserved

for the justices’ guests were, as was customary on the last day of the term, spouses of the

justices. Among them was Mary Kennedy, the wife of Justice Anthony Kennedy, the Court’s

pivotal central-conservative justice, who had steadied the Court for decades. He was about to

turn eighty-two. He was weary and weathering several health problems. So was Mary, whom

he had known since their childhood in Sacramento. Justice Kennedy had been less engaged at

oral arguments over the past session. Even with hearing aids tucked behind his ears under his

gray, thinning hair, he had trouble following some conversations. His six-foot-three frame

hunched a bit more as he walked.But most of his colleagues believed Kennedy was not ready

to retire. His influence on the law in America could not be overstated. He had held the key vote

in so many cases that the Roberts Court was sometimes known among lawyers and the news

media as the Kennedy Court. Yet, unlike at the end of most annual sessions, Kennedy’s voice

was not heard at all this day, either with one of the final big rulings or a retirement

announcement from the bench. Justices Samuel Alito and Elena Kagan provided the rhetorical

drama with their dueling opinions in the labor union case. Speaking on behalf of the

conservative majority, Alito declared that unions had gotten an undeserved “windfall” for four

decades. For the dissenting liberals, Kagan argued that the majority was “weaponizing the First

Amendment” and throwing out a precedent not on principle but for the sole reason that the

justices on the right did not like it. There was no denying the political overtones in a case

involving labor. “Big loss for the coffers of the Democrats!” President Donald Trump responded

immediately on Twitter.3After the justices descended the bench, Chief Justice Roberts, Justice

Kennedy, and the others met in a private conference room to resolve some lingering cases.

Here in the oak-paneled room off the chambers of the chief justice, they were alone, absent



clerks or secretaries. Roberts directed the discussion as the justices dispatched their final

business together. Then he gestured to Kennedy and watched the response of the others when

they learned the news that Kennedy was retiring. Kennedy asked them to keep his retirement

quiet until after their lunch together, when he would ride over to the White House to tell

President Trump personally.The justices were shocked. When their final sitting had come and

gone that morning, it seemed he was settling in for another term. Yet no one at the conference

table—even the liberal justices, who counted on his vote in important social policy cases—

asked him to reconsider. As he spoke, sometimes wandering off his point, it was clear that

Kennedy was ready to move on. They hugged him and shook his hand. The justices then

retreated to a dining room to have lunch together. Kennedy left the gathering early, to get to the

White House shortly after 1:00 p.m. Chief Justice Roberts stayed behind, but his top assistant,

counselor Jeffrey Minear, went with Kennedy. President Trump, less than two years in office,

would now have a chance to name a second new justice.Kennedy’s retirement would change

the Court and give Roberts more control. Since 2005, Roberts had had to work around

Kennedy, restrain his own conservatism, try to persuade Kennedy, appease Kennedy, to get his

vote. Roberts moderated his views in some cases and inevitably lost in others. When Roberts

and Kennedy could not come together, and Kennedy joined the four liberals, it was usually in a

blockbuster social policy dispute, such as the 2015 case that led to a constitutional right to

same-sex marriage.THE COURT WAS NOW ROBERTS’S IN NAME AND REALITY. THE

TURN of events represented a dramatic reversal from what had appeared to be Roberts’s fate

only two years earlier after a separate startling occurence. At that point, Roberts could have

assumed that he and the other conservatives would be in the minority on the Court for the

foreseeable future.That news had come during a February recess in 2016 and reverberated for

many months. It was the Saturday of a long President’s Day weekend, and Roberts had been

playing golf and relaxing with a friend in Miami. Away from the winter chill of Washington, DC,

and the frenzied chatter of the 2016 presidential primaries then under way, he was vacationing

with his wife, Jane, and his daughter, Josie, at the home of Dean Colson, a friend since 1980

when they had met as fellow law clerks to then associate justice Rehnquist.4Other justices

were also seeking some diversion on that Saturday. Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the senior liberal

who tangled the most with Roberts on the law, was in her Watergate apartment overlooking the

Potomac River. She was getting ready to attend an opera at the nearby Kennedy Center that

evening. Justice Elena Kagan, a fellow liberal, was planning to join Ginsburg, but first she went

to her office at the Supreme Court Building to work on cases. Justice Clarence Thomas was at

his suburban Virginia home, reading through legal briefs.Antonin Scalia, at that point the

longest serving of the nine justices, had been hunting at an exclusive West Texas resort. The

excursion was Scalia’s second trip of the February recess. The first had been a long journey to

a legal conference in Singapore. Scalia was nearing his eightieth birthday, as was Kennedy at

the time, and the two men had just talked about how hard it was getting to be to travel at their

age. Scalia told him, “Tony, this is my last long trip.”5Roberts received the call in Miami

midafternoon. Scalia had been found dead in his room at the ranch. Roberts could scarcely

believe that the man who had occupied the chair next to him, a conservative ally and a person

he had regarded as a friend, was dead. “It was stunning,” recalled Dean Colson. “Everything

came to a stop. He was in shock. It was unbelievable.”6Most important, for the nation,

Democratic president Barack Obama would name Scalia’s successor. Not only would liberals

suddenly be able to claim a majority on the bench, but it would also be the first time in decades

that a chief justice who was in the minority ideologically would preside over the Court.

Immediately, Roberts’s friends wondered, once he no longer held a majority, how the man so



accustomed to control would recalibrate expectations.Conservatives had controlled the Court

for the previous half century. When Chief Justice Earl Warren, a liberal icon, had retired in

1969, Republican president Richard Nixon had replaced him with Warren Burger, a law-and-

order jurist who believed the Court had been wrongly meddling in social controversies that

were properly the responsibility of the state legislatures. Nixon and a succession of Republican

presidents had appointed most of the new justices over the following years as vacancies

opened up through justices’ retirements and deaths. Of the sixteen appointments made since

1969, twelve were Republicans, four Democrats.7That meant that from January 1972, when

President Nixon’s third and fourth appointees were sworn in, until February 13, 2016, when

Scalia died, at least five and sometimes as many as eight justices on the nine-member Court

had been selected by Republican presidents. Even though a number of Republican

appointees, such as Harry Blackmun and David Souter, had moved to the center or had

become reliable liberal votes, lawyers of Roberts’s generation had known nothing but a

conservative Court.SENATE REPUBLICAN LEADER MITCH MCCONNELL OF KENTUCKY

changed what could have been the course of history. A Scalia family friend had alerted

McConnell before news of his death was public. So by the time Roberts announced he had

died, in a statement that Saturday evening, McConnell was ready with his own immediate

statement. “This vacancy should not be filled until we have a new President,” McConnell said,

referring to the upcoming November election and January 20 inauguration. President Obama

had nearly a full year left in office. McConnell’s announcement was audacious, coming as soon

as it did after Scalia’s death. Even some Republicans derided it as inappropriate.8That same

evening, Republicans vying for their party’s presidential nomination appeared in a nationally

televised debate. From a winnowed field of more than a dozen Republican contenders, six

men, including Donald Trump, took the stage. Scalia’s death generated a round of questions for

the candidates, who in turn spoke of the importance of a successor who would adhere to

Scalia’s views.9To fill the vacancy, Obama nominated veteran US appeals court judge Merrick

Garland, a sixty-three-year-old former prosecutor with a record of moderate rulings. Obama

considered Garland a compromise candidate who would be acceptable to enough Republican

senators that the chamber’s leadership would hold hearings and put his name to a vote. But

McConnell and fellow Republicans who constituted the majority took no action on Garland’s

nomination.Roberts, always careful and strategic, was silent about this vacancy, and he

remained so. He knew that the Court would be hobbled with just eight justices, and that 4–4

deadlocks could become common. He waited and watched.10Hillary Clinton, who became the

Democratic presidential nominee that summer, was expected to beat Republican candidate

Trump, a political novice known for his incendiary statements and outrageous behavior. It was

widely assumed in Washington—including by Roberts—that a Democratic appointee would

eventually join the Court. Liberals on the bench and beyond were still planning for a new Court.

“She is bound to have a few appointments,” Justice Ginsburg said of Clinton, based on the

advanced ages of some of the justices. Liberal advocates began strategizing about litigation to

reverse conservative trends on various issues, such as campaign finance law.11But, of course,

that did not happen. On Tuesday, November 8, 2016, nine months after Scalia’s death, Roberts

was again with his family. This time they were at his Chevy Chase, Maryland, home. It was

election night. National polls still favored Clinton. Commentators were predicting an early

evening, with initial results in favor of the Democratic candidate. By 8:00 p.m. on the East

Coast, the networks reported that Maryland was going, as predicted, for Clinton. But there

seemed to be something unusual happening in Pennsylvania, where Roberts’s ancestors had

settled. Trump was overtaking Clinton in the state, and Michigan and Wisconsin appeared to be



tipping in his direction, too. As did Florida. The notion that liberal justices would control the

Supreme Court for the first time in four decades gave way to the reality that Chief Justice

Roberts would get his conservative Court back. Trump declared victory just before 3:00

a.m.Later that morning, when the justices gathered in a private robing room before taking the

bench for oral arguments, Ginsburg, in subtle protest, was wearing a black collar with silver

crystal accents over her robe. It was the collar she reserved for days when she would offer a

dissenting opinion. Although it annoyed him, Roberts said nothing to her about the obvious

gesture of political opposition. After he emerged from behind the red velvet drapes and took his

chair, he announced the morning case, No. 15-1191, Lynch v. Morales-Santana, a dispute over

citizenship rights. There was no sign that Roberts had stayed up late watching the returns. His

voice was crisp.ROBERTS HAS AN UNCANNY ABILITY TO SIZE UP A SITUATION AND

calibrate his responses. His longtime associates compare him to a master of three-dimensional

chess who anticipates all the possible moves his opponents might make. “John Roberts has

always seen everything with pristine clarity, and almost instantly,” said J. Michael Luttig, whose

career paralleled Roberts’s from the Reagan administration to the federal appellate court level

to the day in July 2005 that they were both interviewed by President George W. Bush as part of

the nomination process for the Supreme Court.12The chief justice is appointed for life, as are

the eight associate justices. Like each of them, he is entitled to a single vote on cases. But the

chief justice has special authority to oversee oral arguments and set the agenda for the

justices’ private sessions. He regularly decides who writes the opinions that become the law of

the land. As such, the chief justice has been called “the first among equals.” To appreciate the

influence of a chief justice, one need only understand that while there have been forty-five

presidents of the United States, there have been only seventeen chief justices.The chief justice

position is mentioned only once in the Constitution, and that mention is not in Article III, which

establishes the judiciary. It is in Article I, covering Congress, and says the chief justice presides

over the Senate during any impeachment trial of the president. The power of the position has

grown over time and today the chief justice runs the Judicial Conference of the United States, a

group that sets policy for federal courts nationwide. The chief justice also chooses the

individual judges who sit on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court and other select

panels.13Even from the beginning of his tenure, Roberts could count on four like-minded votes

for most of his positions: those of Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito. Of course, Kennedy split

off on some social issues, most notably involving gay rights and abortion. But Roberts

prevailed, with Kennedy’s vote, to eliminate campaign finance regulations, erode the federal

Voting Rights Act, and expand opportunities for the expression of religion in public places. Two

decisions that defined the Roberts Court were the 2010 Citizens United v. Federal Election

Commission and the 2013 Shelby County v. Holder. Respectively, these rulings made it easier

for corporations and labor unions to influence the outcome of elections and sharply reduced

the ability of African Americans and other minorities to block discriminatory electoral practices.

Shelby County capped Roberts’s decades-long effort (sometimes obvious, sometimes subtle)

to limit the reach of the Voting Rights Act.14Those and a series of other 5–4 rulings, including

the decision that would transform labor union funding in June 2018, buttressed the perception

that the Court majority was politically motivated and that Roberts was engaged in the

partisanship he claimed to abhor. If the chief justice had a single message for the public, it was

that the Court was above politicking. “We don’t work as Democrats or Republicans,” he told one

audience in 2016.15Roberts understood that public regard was crucial to the Supreme Court’s

stature in American life. He had studied the reputations of past chief justices and had worried,

too, about what history would make of him. “You wonder if you’re going to be John Marshall or



you’re going to be Roger Taney,” he had said in an earlier appearance, referring to the revered

forefather of judicial review and to the reviled author of the Dred Scott decision that said slaves

were not citizens. “The answer is, of course, you are certainly not going to be John Marshall.

But you want to avoid the danger of being Roger Taney.”16ROBERTS HAS ALMOST ALWAYS

HAD PERFECT TIMING. WHEN HE CAME to Washington in 1980 and teamed up with Dean

Colson in Rehnquist’s chambers, conservatism was on the rise. He participated in the Reagan

and George H.W. Bush administrations’ efforts to select individuals for the federal bench who fit

their agenda of less government regulation and less intervention on social issues to help the

needy.Indeed, behind Roberts’s affable demeanor and his calibrated opinions is a judge with

deep ideological roots. Like other conservatives, Roberts believes in a “color-blind” approach,

and therefore favors an end to affirmative action and other racial remedies launched in the

1960s. “The way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the

basis of race,” he wrote in an opinion soon after becoming chief justice. He likened the

programs that benefited minorities to the segregation that was prohibited in the landmark 1954

decision in Brown v. Board of Education.17Yet Roberts has at times set aside his ideological

and political interests on behalf of his commitments to the Court’s institutional reputation and

his own public image. In 2012, when he voted to uphold the health-care overhaul known as the

Affordable Care Act, sponsored by President Obama, he outraged conservatives. He had, in

fact, first voted behind closed doors with other conservative justices to invalidate the law. But

then he changed his vote.That episode, involving not just one but a series of switched votes,

revealed in full for the first time, forms a central part of this book exploring the work and

motivations of the most powerful judge in America. It is also an example of one of two possible

paths now before Roberts: to hew even more to his conservative roots or to work for common

ground.At sixty-four, Roberts is grayer, although he still has the upright carriage that makes

him look taller than his five feet and nine inches. He moves with tight discipline, arms close to

his sides, shoulders squared. He favors white dress shirts, nondescript ties, and gold cuff links.

When he addresses audiences outside the Court, his core message remains the same: the

justices do not advance political positions.“First, I want to point out one thing,” he said in an

appearance following the Senate’s confirmation of Neil Gorsuch for the long-vacant Scalia seat

in April 2017. “Throughout this whole process, the Supreme Court has been quietly going

about its business of deciding the cases before it, according to the Constitution, in a completely

nonpartisan way.” Roberts imagines that the polarized confirmation process of Gorsuch and

especially Brett Kavanaugh, who succeeded Kennedy, can lead people to believe that any

justice who emerges from such a process must be similarly partisan. “That’s very unfortunate,”

Roberts said, “because we in the judiciary do not do our business in a partisan, ideological

manner.”18The celebrated former advocate, who seemed to be able to persuade anyone of

anything, said that over and over again.Now in his fourteenth year on the Court, Roberts could

preside for another two decades. Where Roberts goes, on a bench no longer steadied by

Justice Kennedy, in especially turbulent times, will likely be determined by where he has been.

What follows is the story of Roberts’s climb to the pinnacle of the judiciary, beginning with his

youth in Indiana, his formative judicial clerkships, and his time in the Reagan and first Bush

administrations. He now sits at the exact center, the determinative center, of the law in

America.When John Roberts was 13 years old, he applied to the elite La Lumiere boarding

school in northern Indiana. His December 22, 1968, letter was addressed to the school’s

headmaster, James Moore. Roberts was admitted and went on to graduate first in his class.

CREDIT: Photograph of letter courtesy of La Lumiere School.CHAPTER IFROM

LANCASHIRE TO WONDER STREETAT AGE THIRTEEN, JOHN GLOVER ROBERTS JR.



ALREADY HAD a clear plan for his life. “I’ve always wanted to stay ahead of the crowd,” he

wrote as he applied to an exclusive boarding school. “I won’t be content to get a good job by

getting a good education, I want to get the best job by getting the best education.”1The son of

a steel company executive living with his family in Long Beach, Indiana, Roberts was not going

to follow the pattern of other eighth-graders at his Catholic grammar school and attend a

parochial high school. Instead, he wanted to enroll in a new elite boarding school for boys in

nearby La Porte. The school had been created by wealthy businessmen who bemoaned the

lack of educational opportunities for their sons. They wanted an academy in the tradition of the

elite boarding schools of the East Coast but with a lay Roman Catholic character. They had

bought a five-hundred-acre tract of pine groves and spring lakes from the family of Edward

Lalumier, an executive of a Chicago meat-packing company. The founders called the school La

Lumiere, a French variation on the family name meaning “The Light.”2“I feel that the

competition at La Lumiere will force me to work as hard as I can,” Roberts wrote in neat

longhand on unlined paper on December 22, 1968. “At an ordinary high school it would

probably be easy to stay ahead. I realize that going to La Lumiere will be a lot of study and

hard work, but I feel confident that these labors will pay off in large amounts when it comes

time to apply for admission to college. I’m sure that by attending and doing my best at La

Lumiere I will assure myself of a fine future.”THE PARENTS OF THE FUTURE CHIEF

JUSTICE OF THE UNITED States, John Glover Roberts Sr. and the former Rosemary

Podrasky, had arrived in northern Indiana by way of steel towns in Pennsylvania and New York.

Both were born in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, but in different communities. The divide between

English and Slovakian families ran deep in the city, which was known for coal mines, steel

mills, and a devastating 1889 flood.The Roberts ancestral line traced to the English mining

village of Atherton, where the chief justice’s great-great-grandfather, Richard Glover, was born

in 1832. Coal was the economic lifeblood of this Lancashire region of northwestern England,

and Richard became a miner. When he was twenty-one years old, he married Mary Linskey, an

Irish woman, in the Bedford Catholic Chapel in the village of Leigh. They soon had three

daughters, Margaret, Mary Ann, and Alice. Looking for a better life in America, the family

obtained passage on the SS Hecla in the summer of 1863. They traveled in steerage with

nearly five hundred other men, women, and children and docked in New York City on June 29,

1863.3America hardly offered a peaceful refuge. The Civil War was raging: at the time of the

Glovers’ arrival, newspapers were chronicling the siege of Vicksburg, Mississippi. Two years of

fierce fighting had left thousands of men dead or wounded. Desertions on both sides were

common. Congress passed the Conscription Act, the nation’s first draft, in March 1863. It was

deeply unpopular in New York, which until the early 1800s had been a slave-trading center.

The city was also inflamed by President Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, which

had taken effect in January 1863.4Less than two weeks after the Glover family arrived in

America, the first draft lottery was held, on July 11, 1863, at a provost marshal’s office on New

York City’s East Side. As names were being drawn, white residents began smashing windows

and setting fires. In the days that followed, protesters torched government buildings and

attacked patrolmen. Mobs roamed the city, descending on the homes of black families and

white abolitionists. They burned the Colored Orphan Asylum on Fifth Avenue to the ground. A

century and a half later, New York’s Draft Riots remain one of America’s deadliest protests.5For

John Roberts’s forebears, the riots and Civil War cast a pall over their early life in America. The

war continued to consume the country for nearly two years after their arrival. By 1865, Richard

Glover and his family were living in western Pennsylvania, a state known for its coal-rich lands

and winding valleys, reminiscent of Lancashire. His daughter Mary Ann married George



Roberts, and one of their sons, also named George, became the ambitious driver of the

twentieth-century Roberts clan and grandfather to the chief justice. The younger George and

his wife, Rebecca, settled in Johnstown.6John Roberts’s maternal line—the Podraczkys and

Gmuczas, as the names were originally spelled—also put down roots in the Johnstown region,

which had become a center of iron and steel production. They had left their home country in

the 1880s along with a tide of other Eastern European immigrants. Like the English and Irish

who had come a generation earlier, they were fleeing famine and political turmoil. But unlike

the earlier arrivals, many of the immigrants from Eastern Europe had been landless peasants

and had limited skills. Most spoke no English and struggled in their new country. Irrespective of

their particular place of origin, they were all called Hungarians—or by the slur “Hunkie.” The old

and new Europeans were wary of each other. The Eastern Europeans took the more

dangerous jobs in the mines, and those caste-like divisions were mirrored in company housing

and the social and political life of Johnstown.7Still, newcomers felt a sense of opportunity. “Life

in Johnstown meant a great deal of hard work for just about everybody,” historian David

McCullough wrote. “Not only because that was how life was then, but because people had the

feeling they were getting somewhere. The country seemed hell-bent for a glorious new age,

and Johnstown, clearly, was right up there booming along with the best of them. Pittsburgh and

Chicago were a whole lot bigger, to be sure, and taking a far bigger part of the business. But

that was all right. For Johnstown these were the best years ever.”8Then catastrophe struck.In

May 1889, an unprecedented rainstorm soaked the valley, breaking an earthen dam that had

been built fourteen miles upstream of the city. The dam had created a lake for an exclusive

sports club frequented by the region’s wealthy industrialists. When it broke, Johnstown was

crushed by a wall of water with a force as powerful as the Mississippi River. As water swept

down into the city, mines and rail lines were washed out. Buildings, people, animals, and freight

cars were carried through the valley in a massive wave. An estimated 2,200 people died.

Scores of bodies were never recovered.9 The 1889 Johnstown flood remains one of the most

catastrophic events in American history. No direct ancestors of John Roberts were among the

dead, however, according to public lists and family information.The city rebuilt, the men

returned to the mines, and by 1900, Johnstown was the third-largest steel producer in the

country. George Roberts (grandfather to the chief justice) became a mine inspector. In

Johnstown, he and his wife, Rebecca, built a home high on a hill in the desirable Southmont

neighborhood, situated on a new lane called Wonder Street.10In 1928, when George was forty-

three and Rebecca was forty-one, their tenth child was born. It had been two decades since

the birth of their first. They named the baby John Glover Roberts. The man who would become

father to the chief justice would go by “Jack.” In high school, he played football, joined the band,

and enlisted in a civic leadership club. He wrote in the yearbook that he wanted to become

mayor. Instead, he traveled the family path into the steel industry. At the University of

Pittsburgh, he studied electrical engineering, setting his sights on a management job at

Bethlehem Steel, where his older brothers already worked.11ROSEMARY PODRASKY (AS

THE NAME BECAME AMERICANIZED) WAS born in Johnstown in 1929. The Slovakian side

of the future chief justice’s family settled into crowded neighborhoods in the valley amid

boardinghouses and corner saloons. Rosemary’s kin, who hailed from Szepes, Hungary,

labored in the mines but also found whatever work they could in the hotels, taverns, and pool

halls. Their homes were smaller and on narrower streets than that of the Roberts family, which

was on high ground. The people in the valley stuck with their own, worshiping at St. Stephen’s

Catholic Church, which had been named after a martyred Hungarian king. The Podrasky family

rented their house for about $20 a month, according to the 1930 census, whereas Jack



Roberts lived on Wonder Street in a home valued at $7,000.12When Rosemary graduated

from Johnstown Central Catholic High School in 1947, her ambition was to travel abroad. But

her family did not have the money for her to go anywhere, including college. A year later, in

1948, Rosemary’s father died at the age of fifty-four, leaving her mother on her own to care for

three children—two more had grown up and moved out. That ended any opportunity Rosemary

might have had to go to college.13No one is quite sure how Rosemary, who worked for the

local telephone company as a young woman, first crossed paths with Jack. On their dates, her

family sometimes asked her to bring along her younger brother Richard, ostensibly as a baby-

sitting chore for Rosemary, but really as a watchful chaperone for his older sister. The courtship

continued as Jack went to the University of Pittsburgh and then secured a job with Bethlehem

Steel at the company’s Lackawanna, New York, plant near Buffalo.14Bethlehem Steel had

risen to prominence as a shipbuilder during World War II, and when Jack joined the company

ranks in 1951 its steel production capacity was contributing to the postwar expansion of cities,

bridges, and roads across the country.Jack and Rosemary married on October 11, 1952. He

was twenty-four, and she was twenty-three. They exchanged vows in the grand baroque setting

of St. Stephen’s, a church distinguished by its two five-story bell towers. Officiating at the

marble altar was Rosemary’s uncle, the Right Reverend Stanislaus Gmucza, an abbot in the

Order of St. Benedict.15After the ceremony, the couple settled into a home near the Bethlehem

Steel plant on Lake Erie in Lackawanna. Jack was on the executive track. Rosemary still spoke

of going to college and the possibilities that more education could bring. But that was not to be,

as she grew busy with their family and his work. They would move from one Bethlehem plant to

another for Jack’s career.For some relatives and family friends, Rosemary came to be

regarded as the more ambitious member of the couple. She pushed her husband to strive for

advancement at Bethlehem Steel, clipping news stories that would keep him informed on

industry developments and encouraging him to improve his golf game. She wanted him to

impress his bosses and rise in the company hierarchy.16Then, as her son John grew up and

excelled at school, Rosemary excitedly awaited the academic honors he brought home. The

tradition-steeped steel industry was not unlike the judiciary that her son would eventually join.

Both prized hierarchy, seniority, and custom. Institutional interests reigned.JACK AND

ROSEMARY ROBERTS’S FIRST CHILD, KATHY, WAS BORN IN October 1953, one year after

they had married and settled near the Lackawanna steel mill just south of Buffalo. Then came

their only son, on January 27, 1955. They gave him a name that evoked the family’s English

roots: John Glover Roberts Jr.At the time, Dwight Eisenhower was president and Earl Warren

was chief justice of the United States. It was an era of widespread prosperity. Housing

construction and automobile production were soaring. Bethlehem Steel’s profits were up. The

GI Bill made college affordable for a generation of veterans, including some of young John’s

uncles. Suddenly it seemed every living room had a TV set and every kitchen an electric mixer.

Roast beef was served at Sunday dinner, along with Jell-O and green bean casserole made

with Campbell’s soup, in homes across America, including the Robertses’.While the Roberts

household and much of the rest of white America enjoyed the boom, large swaths of the

country had been left behind. Many Americans struggled in poverty and suffered under

discriminatory laws and practices. Eight months before John’s birth, the Supreme Court

addressed a fundamental gap in white and black educational opportunities in the landmark

decision Brown v. Board of Education. This defining opinion of Chief Justice Warren’s tenure

was issued on May 17, 1954. Brown v. Board of Education II followed a year later. The rulings

struck down the principle of “separate but equal” schools and called for desegregation “with all

deliberate speed.” That was the ideal. It was not the reality.17“Segregation of white and colored



children in public schools,” Warren wrote in his opinion in Brown I, “has a detrimental effect

upon the colored children.” Furthermore, he added, “The impact is greater when it has the

sanction of the law, for the policy of separating the races is usually interpreted as denoting the

inferiority of the negro group. A sense of inferiority affects the motivation of a child to learn.”18If

anyone understood the reverse phenomenon—that is, the potential for education to inspire and

lift up children—it was parents like Jack and Rosemary Roberts, who found better schools and

better opportunities for their children than they had ever had themselves.Chief Justice Warren,

the son of Scandinavian immigrants, had been a prosecutor and three-term governor of

California before becoming chief justice. President Eisenhower had appointed him to the Court

in 1953, and he would go on to serve until 1969. Brown was only one of several milestone

decisions buttressing individual and civil rights that the Court heard during his tenure. Warren

led by the force of his ideas and with the strategic assistance of Associate Justice William

Brennan, a former New Jersey state judge whom Eisenhower had appointed in 1956. The

rulings affected most areas of American life and social policy, and many were undergirded by a

commitment to constitutional equality and inclusion.19The Warren Court’s groundbreaking

opinions dealing with race and the rights of criminal defendants provoked resistance. That

pushback was seen most vividly in the South, where school boards fought integration, and

where “Impeach Earl Warren” signs appeared along roadsides. Less obvious at the time was

the emerging backlash against the judiciary. Soon enough, Republican presidents Richard

Nixon and Ronald Reagan would argue that elected lawmakers should have more control than

judges over the social dilemmas throughout the country, including those emerging in the

schools and prisons. They would appoint judges who would launch a counterrevolution to try to

limit the Warren Court’s expansive readings of individual rights and the federal government’s

authority to protect those rights, and John Roberts would join this movement.Much of

America’s social turbulence centered on race. The Ku Klux Klan, which had roots in the

Reconstruction era in the late nineteenth century, remained a violent force in the South. In

1963, Klansmen bombed the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama, killing

four young girls. That same year, in his January Inaugural Address, Alabama governor George

Wallace declared, “In the name of the greatest people that have ever trod this earth, I draw the

line in the dust and toss the gauntlet before the feet of tyranny, and I say segregation now,

segregation tomorrow, segregation forever.”20The North had its share of racial tensions and

rioting, particularly in cities like Chicago, which was not far from the Indiana home where

Roberts spent his youth. Chicago was the scene of bloody clashes between Vietnam War

protesters and city police at the August 1968 Democratic National Convention. When the

young Roberts sat down to write his letter of application to La Lumiere School in December

1968, Chicago, just sixty miles away, was still recovering from the convention protests, as well

as the rioting and deaths triggered by the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. that spring.

Richard Nixon was elected president in November 1968. The decade culminated with the

“Days of Rage” in October 1969, when an antiwar group that came to be known as the

Weather Underground carried out three days of pipe-wielding vandalism and violence in

Chicago. Roberts was then a boy of fourteen.HE WAS INSULATED FROM THE UNREST

THROUGHOUT HIS CHILDHOOD. Roberts spent his earliest years in a newly built

development of Hamburg, New York, a town of forty thousand people south of the grittier

Lackawanna. Situated on the western edge of Lake Erie, Lackawanna was a working-class

town of smokestacks and steeples. As in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, where Jack and Rosemary

Roberts had grown up, the immigrants in Lackawanna had built churches for themselves.

Generation after generation of men cast steel for a living, and their lives revolved around the



mill.After John was born, Jack and Rosemary had two more daughters, Margaret and Barbara.

One of Jack’s older brothers, Dick, and his wife, Bernice, lived nearby. Dick and Bernice had a

son named Paul who was the same age as young John, and the families were close. At

Bethlehem Steel’s Lackawanna plant, Jack was an electrical engineer, and Dick a mechanical

engineer. Both men had served in the army, but Dick was nine years older and had seen

combat in World War II. He had been in the infantry at the Battle of the Bulge, the great final

Allied battle with the Germans in 1944. He was awarded a Bronze Star.21Jack and Rosemary

regularly dined and danced at the Bethlehem Management Club. Bernice, who joined them

with Dick, remembered Jack and Rosemary as well matched: smart, attractive, and always

wearing clothes from the high-end stores. “Jack was a heck of a swell guy, and she always

looked just perfect,” Bernice recalled. On the dance floor, they were a handsome couple. Jack

was effusive about “Rosie,” as he called her. “It was always, ‘Rosie thinks this’ and ‘Rosie thinks

that,’” their daughter-in-law Jane Roberts said years later. “He was really lovely to his

wife.”22Young John, nicknamed “Jackie” in these years, impressed relatives with his

intelligence and earnestness. “We used to call him sober puss because he was always so

serious,” Bernice Roberts said fondly about the bookish boy. “Other kids would be playing with

trucks or cars. I don’t remember Jackie doing that at all.” She remembered one episode in

particular that had taken place when Bernice and Dick had arrived at the Roberts home for

dinner.23“Uncle Dick, Jackie had all A’s on his report card,” Rosemary had announced when

they’d arrived.“That calls for a dollar bill,” Dick responded, opening his wallet. A dollar was a big

deal for a boy in the early 1960s.THE FORTUNES OF BOTH ROBERTS FAMILIES TRACKED

THOSE OF the steel industry. After World War II, steel consumption rose, and Bethlehem Steel

emerged as one of the largest industrial companies in the world. The Lackawanna plant

produced the cold-rolled steel sheets used in manufacturing automobiles, building exteriors,

and appliances. Its workforce grew to twenty-one thousand in the early 1960s.24Jack Roberts

had been admitted to the exclusive Bethlehem Loop Course, a career track designed for young

managers who had been identified for their leadership potential. The course included an

orientation at the home office in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and rotations to various plants,

where the trainees learned about the company’s larger operations. Jack was well prepared for

his promotion when it came, and he was assigned to the Burns Harbor plant in northern

Indiana.The plant was formally inaugurated the year John Roberts turned ten years old. The

September 1965 opening festivities were extravagant, with a week of tours, dinners, and

performances. The nation’s number-two steelmaker had chosen the location adjacent to

Chicago on Lake Michigan to challenge U.S. Steel. The leading steelmaker already operated

plants in nearby Gary and South Chicago that were supplying the booming industries of the

region. For the Burns Harbor plant’s opening, Bethlehem Steel’s public relations team brought

in newspaper reporters from across the country. The company invited titans of the steel

industry and elected officials as well, and at the end of that inaugural week, the company’s

executives held a gala dinner at a mill warehouse that had been converted into a banquet hall

for the event. They dined on sirloin steaks and lobster, and entertainment was provided by the

sultry nightclub singer Julie London and the jazz great Woody Herman. The events reflected

the high expectations the company had for the fully integrated plant. There, Jack Roberts

would rise from the assistant head of the electrical engineering department to head of the

department, and ultimately to assistant plant manager.25Edmund Martin, the project manager

for the Burns Harbor plant and later Bethlehem Steel’s CEO, said the opening constituted the

kind of extravaganza that would have made the company’s founders, Charles Schwab and

Eugene Grace, proud. In addition, it offered an example of the corporate high life, reflecting a



company aspiration that would continue to shape its culture. Executive titles came with

generous bonuses and country club memberships. As Martin boasted in his memoir,

Bethlehem Steel always made sure there was a golf course near its plants. If none existed

before the arrival of Bethlehem Steel, the company built one.26When Jack was promoted, he

and Rosemary moved their family to an enclave on Lake Michigan known as Long Beach, an

idyllic setting twenty miles north of the Burns Harbor plant. It had been developed in the early

1900s as a vacationland for nearby Chicagoans escaping the summer heat and congestion. An

early promotional brochure described Long Beach as “America’s finest country home

community and playground.” Offering “20 reasons why better people live in Long Beach,” the

brochure referred to the glistening blue waters, the safe sandy beaches, and a fashionable golf

course. It also touted the “good moral character” of the residents, noting that “Long Beach is a

highly restricted home community. All residents are Caucasian Gentiles.”27By the time the

Roberts family arrived, housing covenants—as these racial restrictions were known—could no

longer be enforced, as a result of the Supreme Court’s 1948 decision in Shelley v. Kraemer.

The justices had ruled unanimously that although private parties could enter into such

contracts, the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of equal protection prohibited government

enforcement of racial real estate covenants. Nevertheless, Long Beach, and the suburbs of

Chicago and northern Indiana in general, remained segregated. Wealth inequities, mortgage

loan policies, and covert discrimination kept industrial Gary, for example, predominantly black,

while the Long Beach environs stayed white. A contemporary visitor to the region could not

help but be struck by the contrast between the smokestacks of the city and the manicured

green lawns of Long Beach. The region was one of the most segregated areas of the

nation.28The Robertses built a four-bedroom yellow split-level home adorned with brown mock-

Tudor styling. It was set back from the street, Roslyn Trail, with an expansive front lawn. The

town, overwhelmingly Roman Catholic, like much of neighboring Chicago, sent legions of boys

in navy blue pants and girls in plaid skirts marching off each morning to Notre Dame Catholic

elementary school. On weekends or after school in Long Beach, children raced around on

bikes and regularly visited Ronnie’s, a neighborhood store known for its candy counter filled

with licorice, chocolate bits, and Mary Jane taffy-like candies. When the weather warmed, they

swam in the lake. The Roberts family owned a boat, and the children learned to water ski.This

was the era of memorable if improbable TV sitcoms: The Addams Family, Gilligan’s Island, I

Dream of Jeannie. The young Roberts and his siblings watched these shows, but only after

they had done their homework. They were good students, and they were college bound. Their

mother, Rosemary, assumed the traditional role of homemaker. She helped her husband keep

up on the news, clipping the Chicago Tribune, and she was always ready for golf or a party at

the country club. But mainly she cared for the children and cooked the meals. On occasion, she

would help the nuns at the elementary school, where her son had a reputation for acing every

test, winning every spelling bee, and serving as a dutiful altar boy.John, as he now wanted to

be called, had thick brown hair and wore glasses. Teachers said that if he ever failed to

understand a lesson, it meant no one in the class had understood it. He took trumpet lessons

and played football in grade school, and he did well enough at both, but his strength was in his

studies. If a teacher offered the option of reading one of three books, he sometimes read all

three.From many accounts, the Roberts family lived in a warm, traditional household that was

conventional for its time and place. Jack’s job did not prevent him from attending his son’s

football games. He served as a model for a boy who always signed his name with “Jr.” after

it.When the Roberts family moved to Long Beach, a group of businessmen was in the process

of establishing the La Lumiere School on an estate in nearby La Porte. The large garage and



chauffeur’s quarters were turned into classrooms in what was to be a Catholic boarding school.

The first students enrolled in 1964. Andrew McKenna, one of the school’s founders, lived in the

same Long Beach neighborhood as the Roberts family and remembered John as the rare boy

who would shake his hand. “Sometimes it’s a little hard for kids to engage,” McKenna said. Not

so with John. “I remember he said, ‘Mr. McKenna, great to meet you.’” He said young John also

expressed gratitude for the new school when it accepted him.29La Lumiere mandated student

attendance at daily chapel and Sunday Mass. The daily chapel talks were intended for

character-building more than anything else. The school was staffed by lay faculty with

academic training that generally surpassed that of most teachers at schools sponsored by

religious orders. The curriculum was rigorous, including a Latin requirement for all four years

along with calculus and other college-level coursework. Tuition stood at about $6,000 when

John entered, and it would climb annually. Most of the students therefore came from affluent

families. Each class (freshman to senior) enrolled roughly twenty students.30A jacket and tie

were required for classes and the dining hall. John Roberts thrived in the formality, becoming a

proctor who enforced the dress code. When he was a junior, he wrote an editorial for the

school newspaper objecting to any change to the boys-only admissions policy. “I tend to think

that the presence of the opposite sex in the classroom will be confining rather than

catholicizing,” he wrote. “I would prefer to discuss Shakespeare’s double entendre and the latus

rectum of conic sections without a Blonde giggling and blushing behind me.” “Game times

should be interesting too,” Roberts added. “Imagine the five cheerleaders on the sidelines, with

block ‘L’s’ on their chests, screaming, ‘Give me a “L”!’ Give me a break!”31The dormitory setting

fostered male camaraderie. The students watched movies on weekends, including, in

Roberts’s years, The Great Race, The Caine Mutiny, and The Bridge on the River Kwai. They

also played ice hockey and went tobogganing. For dances and the choir, they enlisted girls

from St. Mary’s Academy, a high school in nearby South Bend, Indiana. The boys had

nicknames for each other, for the teachers, and even for the nightly entrees in the dining

hall.32Most of La Lumiere’s students came from homes much like Roberts’s, but there were

some troublemakers. Some of the boys from Chicago had been kicked out of local Catholic

high schools for drugs or alcohol. “There were those who needed to be kept out of trouble,”

said Chris Balawender, a former history teacher and football coach at La Lumiere. But

according to Balawender, Roberts never appeared to be tempted to join those groups. “He saw

kids doing all sorts of stuff. He decided that traditional, conservative, was the way to go,”

Balawender said. Although boys sometimes snuck out to drink or to take the school car for joy

rides, Roberts followed the straight and narrow, devoting himself to his studies.33Balawender

cultivated the young Roberts’s interest in history. His students staged a mock trial of Joan of

Arc and reenacted other historical events. For one assignment, they were tasked with writing a

book report on their choice of seven texts that covered human history from ancient Greece to

the Enlightenment. Balawender said Roberts consumed all seven and produced a report that

he delivered orally while wearing a bedsheet and pretending to be a toga-clad Socrates.

Roberts also arranged to have his classmates pound on the doors as “barbarians at the

gate.”“Focus. It’s the first word you’d say about him,” recalled Dave Kirkby, a former assistant

head of school, history teacher, and wrestling coach. “At 8 at night John would be studying,”

classmate Allen “Chris” Filipic recalled. And “at 8 in the morning John would be studying.”

Roberts’s roommate, Robert MacLeverty, said Roberts “would be physically exhausted at the

end of each evening from studying.” He even sought out more difficult Latin lessons. “He was

hardwired from day one to be a judge,” MacLeverty said. “He was never going to be a stand-up

comic. He wasn’t the goofball.”34On Sundays after Mass, Roberts would often visit his parents



and sisters at home, about thirteen miles away, for midday dinner, occasionally bringing

MacLeverty or another friend along. John had a special place in the family as the only boy. His

three sisters doted on him, Jane Roberts later said, “and if he brought another nice boy home,

all the better.”35Sports were a core part of the curriculum at La Lumiere, and Roberts threw

himself into athletics. He had the most success with wrestling. No one remembers a time when

he had trouble making his weight class, or remembers him salivating as other wrestlers did

when bowls of mashed potatoes and gravy went by at dinner. Filipic, Roberts’s practice

partner, said he was tenacious on the mat and skilled at leveraging his opponents. “If you don’t

have a sense of leverage, you’re not going to move anybody,” Filipic said, describing shoulder

and leg moves against an opponent.36At a larger high school, John Roberts might not have

had the opportunity to play varsity football, let alone to become a linebacker and co-captain of

the team as he was. Coach Kirkby, who was defensive coordinator, said Roberts could

compensate for his smaller size: “You could have a bigger guy who would make a harder,

tougher tackle, but maybe 40 percent of the time he hadn’t run to the right place. Or you could

have John, who is feisty and sort of ferocious, sort of like a mean little dog, always at the right

place.”37Roberts assisted with religious services, joined student government, and wrote for the

school paper. He sang in the choir, served as a chapel assistant, and acted in school plays,

including taking on the role of Peppermint Patty in You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown. His

classmates were later hard pressed to think of any true setback he may have experienced. He

did lose the election for student government president, which some classmates chalked up to

lingering resentment that he was first in nearly everything else.Roberts developed a self-

deprecating sense of humor, perhaps to ward off resentment, as he honed skills that would

define him into adulthood. He was academically brilliant, and that shrewd eye for leverage on

the mat would eventually be transferred to the courtroom.By his senior year, the boys all had

draft cards from the Selective Service. Roberts had registered at the Indiana Local Board No.

46 in La Porte. But like all new registrants of his age in 1973, when the Vietnam War was

ending, Roberts was 1-H, not subject to processing for induction. Classmates recalled that the

talk among the boys was more about which colleges they would attend than about what they

would do if they were drafted.38La Lumiere, like Long Beach, was nearly all white. The boys

followed the urban unrest and antiwar demonstrations from afar, sometimes watching the news

on a television set in the La Lumiere rec room. “The Vietnam War protests were still there,”

Filipic later said. “I can tell you, even back then, John was very conservative. He would have

been a supporter of the government,” though “not blindly.”39When Roberts attended La

Lumiere, two of the students recruited for diversity were Paris and Neil Barclay, who had grown

up in a southern suburb of Chicago. “No one ever called me the N-word,” Paris Barclay, who

became a Hollywood director, told an interviewer for the Los Angeles Times in 1999. “They

were a little too sophisticated for that.” Paris Barclay, who was a grade below Roberts, added, “I

felt I was not as good as these kids with their big families and big houses. It may have been

responsible for my excessive overachieving. The best I could do was study my ass off and work

at football.”40When he graduated in 1973, Roberts was first in his class, and he was La

Lumiere’s first Harvard-bound graduate. He later said he learned the value of persistence in the

face of disappointment at La Lumiere. “No quality is more essential to achieving your hopes for

the future,” he told a group of graduates in 2013. “And unlike many other keys to success—

intellect, talent, physical ability, health, looks, where you were born, into what sort of family, luck

—persistence is entirely, entirely within your control.” Roberts, who emphasized perseverance

and certainly showed it, was fortunate to have started with those other advantages too.Perhaps

it was this idea, that so much was within one’s own control, that took him to the heights of the



judiciary. Once he became a lawyer and a judge, it might also have made it difficult for him to

champion people who remained at the bottom rungs of society. “The slogan ‘press on’ has

solved and will always solve the problems of the human race,” Roberts insisted.41AS

ROBERTS WAS FINISHING HIS LAST MONTHS OF PREP SCHOOL, the federal government

was turning its attention to the civil rights records of major companies, including in the steel

industry, where Jack Roberts worked. After passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, federal

contractors had to recruit, hire, and promote more minorities. “Freedom is not enough,”

President Lyndon Johnson asserted in a June 1965 speech at Howard University, three

months before he signed a historic executive order, no. 11246, implementing affirmative action.

“You do not wipe away the scars of centuries by saying: Now you are free to go where you

want, and do as you desire, and choose the leaders you please. You do not take a person who,

for years, has been hobbled by chains, and liberate him, bring him up to the starting line of a

race and then say, ‘you are free to compete with all the others,’ and still justly believe that you

have been completely fair.” Johnson said “the gates of opportunity” had to be opened and that

all citizens “must have the ability to walk through those gates.”42The US Department of

Justice, using Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, began investigating the steel industry’s seniority

systems for patterns of race discrimination. It then launched a series of cases on behalf of

black steelworkers. Steel companies and their unions had long-standing seniority rules that

kept blacks in unskilled jobs and denied them admission to apprenticeships for skilled craft

work. Blacks were assigned to the most dangerous and lowest-paying steel jobs. In addition, at

many steel plants, whites could carry their seniority from division to division, but if a black

worker transferred to another division, his tenure started anew, with no credit for the prior

years. The practice locked blacks into segregated, dead-end labor classifications, while whites

got the higher-paying, cleaner jobs with paths to the upper echelons of skilled

classifications.43A lawsuit begun by Attorney General Ramsey Clark in 1968 alleging

discrimination at Bethlehem Steel’s Lackawanna plant yielded a milestone decision, United

States v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., in 1970, when US District Court Judge John Henderson

declared that Bethlehem Steel and its union had violated Title VII by using assignment

practices relegating blacks to less desirable jobs. Judge Henderson found that employment

officers had “falsely raised aptitude test scores of white applicants,” had given “preferences to

white over black workers,” and had “perpetuated the idea that Negroes could stand heat better

than whites.”44Since at least 1961, Henderson wrote, the Lackawanna plant had “followed a

practice of generally assigning Negroes to the hotter, dirtier and less desirable jobs and

departments.” That included work in the hot coke ovens department. Henderson described the

Lackawanna plant as “a microcosm of classic job discrimination in the North, making clear why

Congress enacted Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.” When the US Court of Appeals for

the Second Circuit upheld Henderson’s finding of Title VII violations at Lackawanna, it referred

to the “sorry picture” of bias drawn and a history of “long-seated and utterly indefensible racial

discrimination against various employees.”45In 1973, during John Roberts’s final year at La

Lumiere, the US Department of Labor ordered Bethlehem Steel to compensate black workers

for the long-standing discrimination at its Sparrows Point, Maryland, facility. The following year,

the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission brokered an agreement with Bethlehem

Steel and other major producers. The consent decree, as it was known, provided $31 million in

back pay to minority and women employees and set timetables for the hiring and promotion of

African Americans, Hispanics, and other racial minorities as well as women. That pact settled

several hundred claims of bias and offered new opportunities to workers in predominantly black

divisions, but it did not end discrimination in the industry. More lawsuits followed, some initiated



by white workers alleging reverse bias.46Cycles of unfair discrimination, government

intervention, and white backlash continued. But greater challenges for the industry were

coming. John Roberts’s successful years at Harvard, in fact, coincided with the decline of Big

Steel. The energy crisis of the mid-1970s resulted in a push for smaller, more fuel-efficient

automobiles. The use of lighter materials meant less need for steel. At the same time, Europe

and Japan claimed more and more of the US steel market. Bethlehem Steel, like other

American steel companies, nevertheless moved ahead with unchanged manufacturing

methods and management attitudes.“Bethlehem Steel remained inward looking,” wrote

historian Kenneth Warren, “preserving much of the parochialism that had ruled during Eugene

Grace’s long leadership. The traditional close-knit character and very comfortable life-style of

its top officers and staff continued. A headquarters lunch remained a ‘four-star dining

experience.’” Warren and other historians of the steel industry have documented that American

companies largely ignored the economic warning signs. Bethlehem Steel continued to expand.

It opened its opulent Martin tower at the Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, headquarters in 1972, on

the eve of the energy crisis.47Jack Roberts, for his part, tried to learn from foreign competition

and bridge the gap between management and labor. His children remembered their father’s trip

to Japan in the 1970s to determine why Japanese companies were gaining an advantage on

American ones. He studied the Japanese language for months ahead of the scheduled visit,

and upon his return he tried to find ways to adapt Japanese methods to US factories.48Yet, by

late 1982, about half the nation’s 450,000 steelworkers had been laid off, and production had

fallen to under 50 percent of capacity. Steel shipments were expected to reach only 62 million

tons, compared with 87 million tons just a year earlier. One by one, the places that Jack

Roberts had helped to manage were shuttered.49In 1983, Jack became general manager at

Bethlehem Steel’s Sparrows Point plant. For two years, he was caught in cycles of employee

layoffs and recalls as the plant attempted to modernize. “It’s pretty simple,” he told the

Washington Post in 1983, shortly after he arrived. “The guys with the lowest costs and the best

quality are the ones who are going to stay in operation.”50Bethlehem Steel’s problems eclipsed

any remedies Jack Roberts could propose. In 1985, as layoffs continued to decimate once

vibrant plants and steelmakers bled billions of dollars in losses, he retired from the company.

He was only fifty-seven years old.51CHAPTER IITHE EDUCATION OF JOHN ROBERTSAS

JOHN ROBERTS PREPARED TO LEAVE HIS NORTHERN INDIANA home for Harvard

College in 1973, President Richard Nixon was fighting for his political life. The Senate

Watergate Committee was investigating the president’s role in the break-in at the Democratic

National Committee headquarters, and the country was seized by the televised Watergate

hearings. The burglary in the Watergate office building had occurred a year earlier, during the

presidential contest between Nixon, the Republican incumbent, and George McGovern, a

Democratic senator from South Dakota. Senators on the Watergate Committee tried to

determine whether Nixon or anyone else in his administration had obstructed justice or

engaged in illegal behavior. “What did the president know and when did he know it?”

Republican senator Howard Baker of Tennessee had famously asked, coining a phrase that

would be repeated in subsequent political investigations. Former White House counsel John

Dean testified that Nixon had authorized up to $1 million to buy the silence of the Watergate

burglars. Presidential aide Alexander Butterfield then shocked senators and the national

audience by revealing the existence of an Oval Office tape-recording system that would have

captured Nixon’s conversations about the Watergate affair.1Roberts’s undergraduate and law

school education—including his time clerking for two prominent jurists, Henry Friendly and

William Rehnquist—occurred during a period that witnessed Nixon’s downfall, the election of



Democrat Jimmy Carter, and the resurgence of the Republican Party under Ronald Reagan.

Watergate and the Vietnam War captured most of the headlines of the times, but major

developments occurred in the nation’s courts, too. In January 1973, the Supreme Court

declared that women had a constitutional right to end a pregnancy. Roe v. Wade had been

brought by a Texas carnival worker, Norma McCorvey, who claimed she’d been raped. The

Court majority sided with McCorvey, grounding her right to an abortion in the Fourteenth

Amendment’s due process guarantee of personal liberty. For Roman Catholics like the Roberts

family, the Roe decision violated the belief that life began at conception. During Mass, priests

likened abortion to murder. The Roe ruling fueled the right-to-life movement as well as the pro-

choice countermovement. Catholic opposition to abortion had begun shaping American politics

even before Roe, however. Pressured by the church, the New York legislature had repealed a

liberal abortion law in 1972 that it had passed just two years earlier.2The Supreme Court ruling

in Roe also galvanized women’s rights activists, who in 1973 were still trying to win ratification

of an Equal Rights Amendment. A year earlier, the American Civil Liberties Union had

launched its Women’s Rights Project, selecting law professor Ruth Bader Ginsburg to serve as

its coordinator. Ginsburg challenged sexually discriminatory practices based on the

Constitution’s guarantee of equal protection, taking several cases to the Supreme Court.3The

racial conflicts of the 1960s persisted into the 1970s as federal judges continued to attempt to

alleviate the effects of discrimination. The Supreme Court had ruled in 1971, in Swann v.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, that judges could order busing of schoolchildren to

integrated schools to offset the vestiges of segregation. Roberts’s new home of Cambridge,

Massachusetts, was just outside of Boston, a city riven by battles over school segregation and

busing. A 1974 court-ordered plan in Boston that arose from Morgan v. Hennigan to bus black

children into white neighborhoods, and whites into black neighborhoods, provoked sit-ins, mass

demonstrations, and deadly violence.4A few miles away, at Harvard, Roberts avoided direct

involvement in the issues of the day. Which is not to say he was apolitical. On the contrary, he

experienced a kind of culture shock and reacted against the liberalism dominant in his new

surroundings. “Harvard was a lot different than Indiana and I didn’t certainly view myself as

conservative or really politically conscious or involved in any way, until I went there and kind of

reacted against the orthodoxy that was established there,” Roberts said in a 2006 appearance

at the University of Miami. He said he had been “taken aback” by the student protests: “I

remember there were some demonstrations, really quite sympathetic to the Viet Cong, and I

remember thinking that wasn’t right, and whatever the merits of the dispute and whether we

should be there or not, I didn’t understand celebrations in favor of our enemies.”5In a decade

known for shag haircuts and shag carpets, wild plaids and wide collars, there was nothing

faddish about Roberts. He dressed the part of the prep school student that he was, favoring

crew-neck sweaters. He retained the boyish looks of his high school years, with his dark brown

hair swept neatly across his forehead. Roberts, who had come from a small cohort of students

at La Lumiere, became one of nearly five thousand college undergraduates on the storied

campus of the country’s oldest institution of higher education. While his horizons expanded in

some ways, in other ways they did not. He kept to a small circle of friends, re-creating the tiny,

trusted worlds of Long Beach and La Lumiere at Harvard. The sprawling new home was as

unsettling to him as the student activism of the day.Disinclined at first to debate current events,

Roberts immersed himself in history, his undergraduate major, with a focus on modern

European history. He demonstrated an interest in politics, too, taking classes that covered the

eighteenth-century American experience, Marxism and the Russian Revolution, and early

twentieth-century British liberalism.Roberts approached his coursework with his customary



discipline. He had gained sufficient college-level credit at La Lumiere to enter Harvard as a

sophomore, and to stay on track to finish in three years, he skipped the extracurricular activities

that had consumed so much of his time in high school. He played some intramural football and

soccer, and occasionally joined his old La Lumiere pal Bob MacLeverty, a student at nearby

Boston University, for a game of squash. Roberts attended Catholic Mass every Sunday at St.

Paul Church in Harvard Square. He later advised new college students to follow this example,

saying, “Give your faith a chance.… At a time in your life when so much is new, and when how

you respond to new choices can affect so much of your future, you may find that it is good to

be in a place where things are not new, but familiar and permanent.”6Even as the Nixon

administration spiraled downward and social inequities dominated front-page news, Roberts

was not shaken from the conservatism he had expressed at La Lumiere. Republicans were in

the minority at Harvard in the mid-1970s, but at least Roberts was not alone. Upperclassmen in

the Harvard Young Republican Club assumed that because of Watergate few freshmen would

join. But the opposite happened in 1973. Some 250 students expressed interest, about a fifth of

the incoming class. “At first we were surprised that so many people came to sign up,” the

president of the club told the campus newspaper, the Crimson, in September. A spokeswoman

for the leftist Students for a Democratic Society was quoted as saying she worried Harvard was

admitting too many conservative students, or, as she put it, students “from a preppy

background.”7Still, Republican numbers at Harvard were small compared to Democrats. A year

earlier, during the presidential election, the vast majority of Harvard students had supported

the liberal candidate, McGovern, over Nixon. McGovern lost decisively. Before the Paris Peace

Accords, the university had been the scene of recurring student protests over Vietnam,

including the headline-making 1969 strike and takeover of the imposing white granite building

on campus known as University Hall. Even as the era of sit-ins and marches faded, few at

Harvard would have predicted the ascendance of right-wing politics.One student from that era,

Eric Rofes, looking back on his time at the university decades later, told the New York Times

that “conservatives were like the queers on campus.” Rofes, who had been a gay organizer,

added that “people made fun of [conservatives]. They mocked them as jokers or losers. I don’t

think in the moment many people realized this was the start of an ascending movement.

People felt it was like the last cry of the 1950’s.”8Soon enough, Roberts would play a role in

proving that conservatism was not the last cry of the 1950s, but the first stirrings of the

1980s.AS ROBERTS SETTLED INTO HIS DORMITORY ROOM IN HARVARD Yard, his fellow

students clamored for Nixon’s resignation. The Crimson chronicled the downfall of Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew, who had taken kickbacks from public works projects when he was

governor of Maryland (and even while vice president), as well as Nixon’s wrath toward special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox. A graduate of Harvard Law, Cox served on the faculty

between his stints in government. He had been named special prosecutor in May, about a year

after the June 1972 break-in. Now, as Roberts’s college classes began, Cox was pursuing the

Oval Office tapes that could implicate the president in the cover-up. Nixon contended that

executive privilege shielded him from any legal requirement to turn over the tapes.When the

White House tried to cut a deal with the Senate Watergate Committee and Cox, the special

prosecutor rejected any compromise that would restrict his access to evidence, and Nixon

grew angrier. On October 20, after Cox announced at a news conference that he would not

relent on the tapes, Nixon ordered Attorney General Elliot Richardson to fire him. Richardson

refused and resigned. Deputy Attorney General William Ruckelshaus then also refused to carry

out the order and resigned. The deed fell to Robert Bork, who was then the US solicitor

general and the number-three official at the Justice Department, who assumed the role of



acting attorney general. Bork fired Cox in the culminating episode of what became known as

the “Saturday Night Massacre.” “Whether ours shall continue to be a government of laws and

not men,” Cox responded in a statement, “is now for Congress and ultimately the American

people.”9Cox and Richardson became heroes on campus just as Roberts was beginning his

first semester. Richardson had graduated from Harvard College and Harvard Law School,

where he had been president of the Harvard Law Review. Harvard seniors invited Richardson

to be the Class Day speaker at Commencement that year. Cox was replaced as special

prosecutor by Leon Jaworski, and the Watergate investigation continued.10ON A BIG

CAMPUS, AMONG WELL-CONNECTED LEGACY STUDENTS and such obvious talents as

the young cellist Yo-Yo Ma, Roberts sometimes felt as if he were invisible.11 But if in some

respects he blended into the background, in others he stood out, especially with his professors.

Roberts earned top grades and won prizes for his writing. After his first year, he merited the

Edwards Whitaker Scholarship for his outstanding scholastic ability and intellectual promise.

His essay “Marxism and Bolshevism: Theory and Practice” won the William Scott Ferguson

Prize, given annually to recognize an outstanding essay by a sophomore history major. He

aspired to be a history professor and expected to one day earn a PhD.12Roberts

demonstrated an orderly, sequential way of thinking. In his dorm room in Harvard Yard and

then when he moved into Leverett House, the largest of the Harvard residences, he routinely

stayed up past midnight, studying or writing papers until he was physically drained. He used

antacids to relieve his stomach distress. As his roommate Bob Bush later told the Crimson, “he

was a great consumer of Pepto Bismol and always had a bottle or two on hand.” Through the

years, friends would recount Roberts’s episodes of nausea before he had to make a

presentation or argue a case.13One of Roberts’s most lauded papers was titled “The Utopian

Conservative: A Study of Continuity and Change in the Thought of Daniel Webster,” a subject

that suggested Roberts’s early interest in Supreme Court oral advocacy. The New Hampshire–

born Webster had dominated American politics in the early nineteenth century. He had become

a United States senator and secretary of state, but he was also regarded as the greatest

advocate of his day before the Supreme Court. Roberts’s essay focused on Webster’s

conception of property rights as a fundamental component of America’s founding, beginning

with the Pilgrims at Plymouth. He was intrigued by Webster’s idea of the symbiotic relationship

between business and government, taking note of “government helping business which helped

the country which helped the government.”14In the essay, Roberts used one of Webster’s

arguments in front of the Supreme Court as an example of Webster’s nationalistic interest in

property. In an 1819 case, Dartmouth College v. Woodward, Webster had protested a law that

would have put Dartmouth, a privately chartered college, under New Hampshire state control.

Webster, a Dartmouth alumnus, implored Chief Justice John Marshall and the Court to uphold

private property rights, famously saying, “It is, Sir, as I have said, a small college. And yet there

are those who love it!”15Webster insisted that the Constitution protected contractual

obligations for private property, and Roberts said this argument “struck a responsive chord in

Chief Justice Marshall, whose decision closely followed the lawyer’s reasoning. Bench and bar

cooperated.” More broadly, though, Roberts concluded that Webster had been blind to the

changing times. “Webster… based his thought on the harmony he wanted to see rather than

the conflict which existed, conflict which presented itself to any eyes not clouded by affinities to

wealth or high ambition,” Roberts wrote. “For Webster needed an idealistic society in which

class and sectional conflict did not exist. The America of the 1850s was no such society;

neither is the America of the 1970s.” The essay earned Roberts Harvard’s esteemed Bowdoin

Prize in 1976 for the best undergraduate essay.While Roberts was in the second semester of



his first year, Nixon was forced to release transcripts of the Watergate tapes but not yet the

actual tapes. The transcripts revealed the president’s vindictiveness and frequent use of

profanity, along with his racist attitudes. The Chicago Tribune, read daily in the Roberts home,

published the entire transcript and an editorial that began: “We saw the public man in his first

administration, and we were impressed. Now in about 300,000 words we have seen the private

man, and we are appalled.” The Republican-run newspaper called on Nixon to resign, an

indication of the erosion of Nixon’s support.16Then, on July 24, 1974, the Supreme Court ruled

that Nixon was required to comply with a subpoena for the White House tapes themselves.

Picking up where Cox left off, Jaworski had continued to pursue evidence of Nixon’s alleged

obstruction of justice after the Watergate burglary. To obtain the tapes, Jaworski had appealed

directly to the justices, who ruled that Nixon could not claim executive privilege in this instance

because it involved a pending criminal trial. The decision in United States v. Nixon was 8–0,

with Associate Justice Rehnquist recusing himself from the case (he had worked in the Justice

Department with several figures indicted in the Watergate scandal). The decision, requiring

Nixon to produce the tapes, spelled the end of his presidency. He resigned on August 9,

1974.17Vice President Gerald Ford then became president. The former Michigan

congressman, whom Nixon had chosen to succeed Agnew, faced a national economic crisis

and the ongoing Vietnam War. But Ford’s short tenure offered him a significant opportunity for

legacy-building through the Supreme Court. A vacancy on the bench occurred just as Roberts

was contemplating whether he wanted to continue to pursue a PhD in history or study law.In

January 1975, Justice William O. Douglas suffered a paralytic stroke, and he never fully

recovered. By the time the seventy-seven-year-old retired that November, he had served on the

Court for thirty-six years and seven months. (He remains the nation’s longest-serving justice.)

President Franklin D. Roosevelt had appointed him in 1939, when Douglas was just forty years

old. At the time, Douglas had been chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and

once on the bench he became a reliable vote for Roosevelt’s Depression-era initiatives to

regulate the national economy. Later he also became a robust voice for civil liberties and

individual rights. Douglas in fact wrote the 1965 decision in Griswold v. Connecticut, which had

led to the Roe v. Wade ruling legalizing abortion. In Griswold, the Court had struck down as

unconstitutional a Connecticut law prohibiting the sale or use of contraceptives. Douglas wrote

that an implicit right to privacy prevented states from interfering with a married couple’s choices

on contraception.18In 1975, Attorney General Edward Levi, who led the search for possible

candidates to succeed Douglas, favored John Paul Stevens, a self-effacing scion of a family in

the luxury hotel business. Stevens, a fellow Chicagoan (Levi was a former president of the

University of Chicago), had earned a Bronze Star in World War II for his work monitoring secret

Japanese transmissions. After college at the University of Chicago and law school at

Northwestern, he had clerked for Supreme Court Justice Wiley Rutledge. Stevens had

specialized in antitrust law before his appointment by Nixon in 1970 to the Chicago-based US

Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.Stevens’s confirmation hearings in late 1975 for

elevation to the Supreme Court were brief. Senate Judiciary Committee members never asked

Stevens his views on Roe v. Wade, a sign that the decision had not yet been politicized. The

Senate confirmed Stevens by a 98–0 vote on December 17, 1975.That same December,

Roberts was in the middle of his second year at Harvard, and former Georgia governor Jimmy

Carter visited the campus as part of his campaign for president. He drew an overflow crowd of

five hundred students and faculty. A fifty-one-year-old Democrat, Carter projected a down-

home image that appealed to a country seeking to get past the Watergate scandal and find a

new approach to inflation and unemployment.Carter aimed to become the face of the New



South, an antidote to former Alabama governor and segregationist George Wallace, who was

also making a bid for the 1976 Democratic nomination. In his campus campaign visit, Carter

touted the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, emphasizing their value

particularly to people in the South.19The debate over civil rights was central to the presidential

campaign and a burning issue in higher education. At Harvard, the primary question concerned

what should be done to offset the years of discrimination in the United States and bring more

blacks, Latinos, and other minorities to campus. The question roiled university officials as well

as faculty and students. During Roberts’s time as an undergraduate, Harvard’s president,

Derek Bok, working with the college’s chief affirmative action coordinator, Walter J. Leonard,

developed what later became the national model for universities taking race and ethnicity into

account for student admissions.
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Ronald H. Clark, “Roberts the Man--Roberts the Court. The author of this solid new study of

John Roberts and his court, Joan Biskupic, has several advantages in writing this kind of book.

She has already written bios of three justices, including two members of the Roberts court; she

has been covering the Roberts court as a journalist for Reuters and other news sources for

most of its existence; and she has developed an important network of court sources that is

amply demonstrated in this book. In short, she knows how to put together an impressive

judicial biography and has done so admirably here.Following the customary chronological
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biographical format, the first 171 pages cover Roberts' youth, education, work in the Reagan

administration as an assistant to Attorney General Smith and associate White House counsel,

his development of a successful appellate practice at Hogan and Hartson, service in the

Solicitor General's office, his unsuccessful and eventual victorious nominations to the D.C.

Circuit, and his Supreme Court nomination after the death of William Rehnquist. These

chapters are done very well by the author since she is one of the most knowledgeable persons

writing about the court at the present.Biskupic has a central theme to which she frequently

returns in discussing Roberts' activities as Chief Justice. She argues that from young

adulthood through to the present, Roberts has adhered to certain fundamental views and

values without deviation, and these values continue to drive his decisions (in a "straight line")

and leadership of the court. Specifically, the author points to Roberts' views on abortion,

affirmative action and racial issues, church-state issues, and limiting federal power. Hence, the

author argues, Roberts' famous claim in his confirmation hearings that he would be just an

umpire not a lawmaker, had regard for precedent, and was a judicial moderate, have proven to

be inaccurate in practice. She discusses the Robert courts' pattern of decisions in most of

these areas in individual chapters.i found the best chapters to be those discussing the

"Citizens United" campaign finance decision, the "Shelby County" holding undermining of the

Voting Rights Act of 1965, and most especially the fine chapter on Roberts' surprising decision

in the Obama Care case where he voted to uphold the law. The author's sources allow her to

write the best explanation of Roberts' Obamacare support I have ever seen, including some

real "behind the scenes" revelations. Similarly, the author explains how Justice Sotomayor's

emotion outburst persuaded Justice Kennedy to vote to return a controversial affirmative action

case back to the lower court, thereby avoiding a Roberts' court adverse decision. Two major

revelations regarding the secretive court in one book is doing quite well. Surprisingly, the

author has little to say regarding Scalia other than in the chapter on the vacancy accruing after

his death.It seems to me that the book can be seen sending a message to Roberts: with all this

talk of enlarging the court and modifying its jurisdiction, more leadership like his vote in the

Obamacare case which strengthens the public's faith in a not completely political court is in

order. It appears that the Chief does keep one eye on the public reputation of his court and

may on occasion vote such as in Obamacare to protect it, even if it leads to distrust and friction

on the part of his otherwise ironclad conservative majority. That is something for us all to

consider, and this imposing volume helps us to just that.”

Jean, “Insightful. Joan Biskupic is a legal analyst who covers the Supreme Court. She has

written biographies about Sandra Day O’Connor, Antonin Scalia and Sonia Sotomayor.The

book is well written and researched. The author covers the highlights of the Burger Court and

the Rehnquist Court. She compares their style of leadership to that of Roberts. Roberts

clerked for Rehnquist. Biskupic writes as a reporter, stating facts and where appropriate she

provides the various theories that were reported at the time. She provides no personal

opinions and attempts to report in a neutral manner. There is lots of information about Justices

on the Rehnquist Court and the Roberts’ Court. I have the impression there was more

information about the Justices she had written biographies on in this book.The author reviewed

the Court pointing out that the Roberts’ Court has struck down many laws related to civil rights,

business regulation, worker’s rights and safety, and anti-corruption laws regarding monies to

political campaigns. I found the information about Mitch McConnell and his fight against the

McCain-Feingold Act and his lawsuit McConnell v Federal Election Commission that was heard

by the Supreme Court in 2003 most interesting. Biskupic reveals some slight changes in



Roberts in that he is becoming more open to compromise in recent years. The author tells of

his early life and how that upbringing (elite white only schools and community) has influenced

his viewpoint. I found this book most interesting and have a bit better understanding of

Roberts.I read this as an e-book downloaded from Amazon to my Kindle app on my iPad. The

book is 437 pages.”

Hande Z, “Chief what?. How did America reach this state? That is as much a part of the story

of this book as it traces the life and appointments of John Roberts. Biskupic portrays the man

as a bright, intelligent, articulate, and supremely ambitious man. He is also deeply conservative

who can be sneering and petulant when he does not get his way, or when his views are

dissented from. Sottomayor, who is diametrically opposite to everything that Roberts stands for

often bore the open insults from the sarcastic Chief Justice. There is something else revealed

beneath the glowing intelligence of John Roberts – his ability to twist logic and rationality to suit

his needs. His opposition to affirmative action was cloaked in an argument that ostensibly

shows him to be against racism. The hubristic claim that ‘the right way to stop discrimination on

the basis of race is to stop discrimination on the basis of race’. On the face of it, this is a

perfectly logical and incontrovertible statement, but as Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr said, the life of

the law is not logic but experience. When the playing field is badly uneven, something has to be

done about the unevenness. What Roberts is stopping is not race discrimination but halting the

evening out of the field. The book is replete with this classic Roberts approach, one that

clearly marks him out as a dyed-in-the wool conservative judge who is isolating his liberal

colleagues and fashioning the Supreme Court in the likeness of the powerful and wealthy

corporate Americans who made him. The only known aberration in his stance was when he

voted with the liberals to uphold Obamacare, a vote that angered the conservative wing, but he

seems to have corrected his course. If the Trump era serves a prime reason why no country

would adopt the American political system and its much-vaunted brand of democracy, Roberts

has probably ensured that no democratic nation would want to have the American style judicial

system either.”

FMcS, “The author has no agenda and writes it with objectivity. Brilliant”

The book by Joan Biskupic has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 132 people have provided feedback.
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